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Moderator

It would seem that there will be a Dusty moment in tonight's Emmerdale
when Billy gives Diane a Dusty CD for her birthday. He's wooing her with
There is a preview to view but my machine wont
Dusty CD's, how sweet
play it.
http://preview.itv.com/Soaps/emmerdale/previews/Thu21June/default.html

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Carole x
"Since you went away, I've been hanging around...."

Rob
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Administrator

Thanks Carole

I can't play it either so i'll just have to try top catch it on

the TV. It's been many since i watched Emmerdale
R

B

United Kingdom
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boztiggs
Where am I going?
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Oh isnt this great, i just love it so much when i hear her name or hear her
sing on something on tv. I feel very proud too. I will be watching thats for
sure. I wonder if we will see the album or if it just be her reaction that we
see.
Neil
United Kingdom
3367 Posts

Tim
Where am I going?

" Here in the gloom, of my lonely room, i hold his photograph and pray ill see
him soon oh-oh"
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Yes, we all feel that I'm sure!
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boztiggs
Where am I going?
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Hurrah!!!!!!!!!!!
Neil

United Kingdom
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" Here in the gloom, of my lonely room, i hold his photograph and pray ill see
him soon oh-oh"
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She even looked lovely slipping out of a brown paper bag

Three seperate

Dusty moments inc luding The Look of Love. Let's hope the saga continues.
Carole x
"Since you went away, I've been hanging around...."
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Mark
I’ve got a good thing
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LOL!.....I haven't watched Emmerdale properly since the days when it
revolved around 'Annie's Kitchen', but I had to watc h it tonight so I didn't
miss any 'Dusty moments'!
There was even talk of a Springfields 'tribute band', and acquiring tickets,
but I guess that was just poetic licence......was it?

United Kingdom
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Whenever I see 'Diane', I can't help seeing her in her 'Liver birds' character,
'Carol'......LOL!!
Mark
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I liked the way Diane clutched the CD to her chest as she remembered
travelling in an old van to see Dusty live, ending up sleeping on the
Embankment! Those were the days
Carole x
"Since you went away, I've been hanging around...."
United Kingdom
5404 Posts

DivineDusty
I’ll try anything
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Aww being wooed by Dusty cd's. How cute!...I want to be wooed by Dusty
cd's
.Divine.Dusty.
***I just decided I wanted to become someone else... So I bec ame
someone else. ***
Australia
1066 Posts

boztiggs
Where am I going?

Edite d by - Divine Dusty on 22/06/2007 14:27:47
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I thought it was fabulous, the whole scene, i held my breath when she
opened the bag, it was so exc iting. However, i have just read that she
returns his present tonight, so there may be another dusty morsel in there
somewhere. I imagine her reason is that she`s already go it! I must say the
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actors are doing a very good job of creating sexual tension, i almost fancy
Billy myself LOL!!
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Neil
" Here in the gloom, of my lonely room, i hold his photograph and pray ill see
him soon oh-oh"

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing
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quote :
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Originally posted by DivineDusty
Aww be ing wooe d by Dusty cd's. How cute !...I want to be wooe d by Dusty cd's

.Divine .Dusty.
***I just de cide d I wante d to be com e som e one e lse ... So I be cam e
so m e one e lse . ***

I'll woo you with Dusty CDs
Matt.
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Well there were even more Dusty moments tonight! Clips of three songs
from the CD, Diane trying to give it back to Billy bec ause she didn't think
she could keep it, then later guiltily throwing it in the bin ( ) and hubby
Jack finding and rescuing it. He brought it back in and told Diane not to be
silly bec ause he had "Dusty moments" too. They then had a little dance to
IOWTBWY.
Carole x
United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Will
Wasn't born to follow

"Since you went away, I've been hanging around...."
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Hey Carole Do you suppose the CD said 'Beehive Productions' on the back? :)
Will
http://web.mac.com/digitographer
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dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

"..To this day when they announce me as Dusty Springfield I stand
backstage and think myself into her personality.."
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Wow, im gonna start watching Emmerdale on UKTV now
Clare xoxo
"If you want just a little bit, you'll have to take all of me..."
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Not a Beehive Productions Will
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but this one....
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Carole x
"Since you went away, I've been hanging around...."
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